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Why some stay:
A study of factors contributing to persistence in undergraduate physics1
Jestis Vdzquez-Abad2. Laura R. Winer2. Jean-Robert Derome'
Université de Montreal
C.P. 6128. Succ. Centre-ville
Montreal, Qc H3C 3J7 CANADA
Dropout among students enrolled in the p1 ysics programs4 at the Universite de Montreal has
hovered around 60(7( for a number of years. Of the approximately 100 students who enter each
year. only about 35 will graduate. This situation, while comparable to science programs in other
universities (La Have & Lespérance, 1992; Tobias, 1990). nevertheless was cause for concern for
department administrators. This paper reports on research undertaken to provide information about
the factors influencing student persistence in their proaams. The research involved a number of
steps: student interviews. faculty and stall' interviews, and two separate cluestionnaire
administrations to students enrolled in the physics programs. The results of each step are rci,,.ned
helow.

Background
Previous studies on dropout can he divided into two major types. The most common are those
studies that look at dropout from a systemic point of view (i.e.. students who drop out of the
school system entirely, at either the primary. secondary or tertiary levei ). These snidies generalk
include a variety of factors other than academic competence (Drew. 1990: Eisenberg Dow sett.
1990: Finn. 1991: Halpin. 1990: Johnson, 1994: Ma llette & Cabrera. 1991: Nisbet & Welsh.
1976: Riole, 1978: Tinto, 1975: Zahrly, 1990). The [niversite de Montreal recently conducted
one such study on student perseverance among underaaduate students across all departments.
results of which led to the establishment of general policies to enhance retention of students by the
institution (Crespo & Houle. 1995)5. However. studies such as this one do not provide specific
enough information to pinpoint difficulties that may lead to students abandoning a specific
program. nor do they consider factors leading to switching programs within a university, a case of
proilram dropout but institutional perseverance.
A smaller number of studies have focused on or specifically discussed diopout from specific
programs: for example, science programs Hudson & Rottmann. 1981: La Have & Lespc' ranee.
1992: Riden & Tobias, 1991: Ste-Marie & Winsher,(2. 1981: Seymour. 1992: Tobias, 199(1:
Wollman & Lawrenz. 1984). Interestingly, these studies do not consistently support the popular
belief that academic performance. more specifically past performance in mathematics and scienee.
is a Nignificant factor in student dropout from science programs.
Tobias' ( I 990) study highlighted the importance of a number of factor, affecting learning.
performance and attitude in undergraduates taking science courses: notably social (the cilltilie of
'Modified versions of this paper vs ere piesented at the Annual MeetiN; of the National Association for Reseal cli
Science Teaching (NARSTf March 3 1 -April 3. 199h. St. lanais. MO and the Annual Meeting ol the .\ merican
Lducational Research Association I ALRAI. April 12. 199h. Nevi York. NV.
21.IDE. the Laboratoire intormatique Ire \ aluanon el de didactique des mathematiques et des sciences. Facult it
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student life). organizational (the culture of the program. the department, and the institution). and
pedagogical (the culture of the class. program philosophy, teaching methods, and study skills)
All of these factors can he expected to contribute to a :,tudent's decision to persist in a gi\ en science
program. We therefore decided to focus on these factors in our study.
To complement information available from student files and the university study cited above, \\
conducted interviews to gather data from a samv of students and pmfessors. We used this
information to develop a questionnaire that was administered to physics students of two cohorts:
the data were analyzed to profile these students in general and to identify differences between
students who persevered and those who dropped out. It should be borne in mind that the main
objective of this activity was to provide the Physics Department with decision-making data: thus
recommendations for actions contributing to reducing the number of students lea\ ing the
department were drawn up and are presented as well.

Students' Perspective

In order to obtain a better understanding of the factors contributing to the low persistence rate at tlki
I. .niversite de Montreal. a first step was to examine the students perspecti\ e. An initial inter\ lew
,iuide was constructed based on factors identified in the literatuie t Hudson (.._ Roumann. I 9S I:
Seymour.
La flave & Lesperance. 1992: Rigden & Tobias, ['NI: Ste-Marie & Winsherg.
1992: Tobias. 1990: wollman & Lawrenz, IL.).-1). The questions were organized In se\ en themes:
descriptive data on the student: the university environment: the physics programs: pre-universit\
preparation: difficulties encountered. either with organizational factors or with specific mathematics
and physics content areas: teaching competence onab demonstrators and teaching assistants:
teaching competence of professors. Interviewees were also asked to speculate on the reasons for
the high dropout rate and make recommendations for improving the program.
iterviews
A list of I ñ students who had taken the first physics course6 was drawn up, eight of whi)111 had
continued in the program and eight of whom had dropped out. Within each subQloup. I. mur had
higher than average grades and four had lower than average grades. A total of eight students \\ ere
inie.-Yiewed individually (2 from each subgroup). The interviews lasted between 75 and
minutes each. The interview cycle was stopped after eight students as saturation was reached: in
other words. when no new infornmtion was being comributed by the interviewee,.
I

Student interview results
The results of the interview s were analwed and grouped under nine categories. A suminar\
eaeh eategor\ is presented below

Descriptive data. The students interviewed formed a homogeneous group \\ hIt re\pect to age.
other family members with university studies, the absence of financial difficulties. and their
housing and employment situations. Physics was the first choice for all students: this a( dcc \\
often made in high school, although some were not sure until they were finishing the science
program in CEGEP. The majority of the interviewee\ saw the employment potential for ph\ \ic,
graduates as being almost exclusk elv teaching-related: the level at which one could teach (high
school. CEGEP. un.versitv was determined by how far one went in universit \ studies (B.Sc..
NI.Sc.. or Ph.D.). The only difference found was that students who persevered claimed to spend
appro\ imatelY 30`.? more time studying than did those who had dropped out.
oho ,t.undetin
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Vni\ ersity environment. The student\ complained that they did not reeei\ c adequate ( in lefills 0(
hoth time and kind 01) guidance from the department. Important information was not receied
upon entry into the program. and students are not followed closely enough during their course ot
studies. Students are allowed to hegin in the winter term. hut those \\ ho do find themsek es
extremely limited in their choice of courses. Individual course outlines often do not agree with the
course descriptions provided in the university calendar. Students are rarely required to con\ult
hooks or journals in the library for their course work. Instead, they view the library as a place for
group work, and find it wanting for this. Computers are also not seen as essential to success in the
proi2ram. although one student felt that the appropriate use of computers was very important for
successful lab work. Perceptions about the quality of student life varied considerably. Some
students telt that they did not have time to he involved while others felt that there was no student
life to speak of or that it was reserved for a small clique while still others felt that the social aspects
of their unive, -itY experience were both enjoyable and beneficial. Perceptions about the
relationships between new and old students varied similarly.

Physics programs. The absence of labs in the first \ ear was cited as a factor that Ina\ eontribute It
sonic students lack of motivation. Labs were also seen as a wav to encourage group work and
better relatnins among the students. Student\ felt that tne links Inetween courses were rarek
e\plained by the professors. Coordination (or lack of) between courses in mathematics and courses
in physics was mentioned as a cause of problems: this is seen in schedule conflicts, the ph\ \ical
distance between buildings (and therefore classrooms and professors' offices). and out of s\ IC
curricula (mathematical concepts are onen required in the physics course\ .1e.'ore they are \tudied Hi
the math courses). In general. student-faculty relations were rosin\ el\ seen. The program
requirements and workload were seen as demanding. hut not unreasonably so. The ctitirses and
exams are perceived as difficult. hut this is somewhat eompensated for 11\ "generous- grading.
The student\ were all aw are that all students with the necessary prerequisites are accepted and that
the majority do not finish in ph\ sics.
Pre-universitv preparation. The students were largely satisfied with their preparation hi lei in\ of
linguistic competence (both French and English). The\ are less satisfied with their preparatkni in
mathematics and physics, and are largely unsatisfied with their stud\ skills training. Nlost oi lift
\Indents perceived tb:mselves as strong student\ in CEGEP, and were now readiu\ting that
perception as the level of students in university is higher.
Difficulties \\ ere specificall\ mentioned with respect lo tlifec et turses in
pli\ sics and three in mathematics. However. the difficulties mentioned could not he cy.i,sistenth
attributed to general underlying causes \uch as incoherence in the curriculum. inherent dill icuit:,
the content or students lacking prerequisite skills or knim ledge.
Difficulties\ encountered.

Teaching ability of full-time faculty. Nlanv of the students' comment\ concerned the teaching
abilities of their professors. A number of qualities ere commented upon and a wide range of
abilities was observed among the teaching staff. However, the factor mentioned most often \\
the ability of the professor to keep students interested and motivated in the subject matter in
particular and physics in general. Also mentioned was the ability to make links hem een
mathematics and physics. between theory and applications, and between the subject matter and
research topics. Students also commented on professors' ti\e of teaching materials. and (hell
abilib to eneourage group work and involve students in problem-sok ing activities.
Teaching ahilit \ of demonstrators and part-time lecturer,. There is a wide range 01 leaching
coripetence among the demonstrators and part-time teaching \taff. Specific criticism\ weie le\ dt.'d
at demonstrators who linuted themsek es to solving assigned problems at the hoard \\ ith no
interaction with the students a. \\ ell as at those \\ ho used a too ad anced mathematical languag....
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The mathematics courses given by the math department \\ ere often taught by people w it ht
interest or competence necessary to make any links with applications in physic..

Hypotheses about drop-out. The interviewees felt that most Students who dropped out of physics
did so because of individual inadequacies: lack of motivation, lack of real interest in physics.

inadequate academic preparation. poor study habits. The large number of students in first-year
courses as well as the impression given in first-Year courses that physics is simply a branch of
mathematics and that there is really nothing ncw to be learned were also seen as contributing to
some students' decision to leave the program. It is interesting to note that half of the interviewees
thought that a large percentage of students who drop out do so to transfer to engineering studies.
an opinion not supported by university data.
Suegestions for improvement. The interviewees made numerous suilgestions to increase the
number cistudents completing deffees in physics. They concerned providirg more support and
follow-up to students, as well as restructuring the program and specific courses to project a more
dynamic image of phy \ics.

Faculty perspective
Armed with the results of the student interview process. six professors (covering a range of
domains of teaching and research areas as weli as years Of teaching experience t. the Chair of the
department. and the academic administrative assistant were inter\ iewed. follow ing the saine
interview guide and referring (anonymously) to student comments. where appropriate.
These interviews provided a fairly coherent perspective on why such a high percentage of students
did not persist in their studies in physics. There was a ileneral consensus that man\ of the students
did not have adequate preparation. especially in mathematics and study skills. 'Mere wit\ al \o ii
\hared perception that the students did not devote enough time to their studies and did not approach
their studies as the equix alent of a full-time joh. The faculty felt that many students become
disillti\ioned when they realize that by studying physics they would not solve the "great in\ steries
of the universe." Many students enter the program with an overly r(nnantic view of what ph\ sie,
is and what physicists do.

Questionnaire7

A questionnaire. based on points brought out ni both sets of interviews. wit,' dex eloped, piloted
and revised. and then administered by the researcher\ to all students enrolled in the physics
programs. The items included in the questionnaire are intended to address a number of issues
related to the academic environment. The majority of the items ask students to rate their opinion on
a four point Likert scale--a middle point was deliberately excluded and lour poinK were deemed to
provide an adequate level of discrimination. For administration purposes. items w ere organized so
as to prevent "clustered" responses (e.g.. when items are grouped by the relation to the same
topic hut nonetheless respecting the need for a sequence. when appropriate. Items were
de\ eloped with the following catei2ories in mind: disciplinary interests. curriculum. physics
program, university environment, teaching (both style and quality of). student support. and
competence and individual characteristics.
The questionnaire was developed from a program perspective rather than to gather information that
related solely to student characteristics. In other words. the intent was to examine \\ Inch elements
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of the students experience in the physics programs contributed to their decision to stay in the
program or to urop-out. For this reason. the questionnaire could not he administered 1.111011entr\ .
hut had to wait until students had had sufficient experience with the program, courses. the leach111,,2
stall. etc.. to he competent to answer the questions. The researchers therefore visited six
compulsory courses (two from each yean in April 1994. the week before the final exams. and
recei\ ed almost i (K)Ci return from the students in class. An interesting point is that less than half
of students still registered for the classes were in attendance, a not uncommon situation according
to the professors.
The questionnaire was administered again in November 19)4 only to students enrolled in the
compulsory first-year course in Mechanics. This time. researchers visited shortly after the midterm. The same response rate was obtained: almost 1()(r; from the less than 5()(«)f students m
attendance.
In all. completed questionnaires were received from 82 students at the first adminktration ( Year I:
35/90 enrolled: Year 2: 20/53 enrolled: Year 3: 18/25 enrolled8) and 52 students at the second
administration.

Information \\as obtained from thL registrar's office as to whether students had graduated or reenrolled the semester after the administration of the questionnaire. a\ \\ elI a the students. (IPA.
These data were 1.1\ed in the analysis procedure.

Data analysis9
Information was ohtained as to which students who had completed the questionnaire at the hist
administration were still registered in the program the follow ing academic year. ( )f the 52
students. II) had graduated. 02 were still registered. and 1(1 had dropped out. It is impossille to
know from the data a\ ailahle if these I() students switched programs withM the university.
transferred to another university, or terminated their university studies.) Since the percentage ot
dropouts was significantly below that for the physics student population as a whole. it must he
assumed that the group that completed the questionnaire was to some extent a sell-selected ,.1*(11p.
As mentioned earlier. it was striking to note that at both administration times. onl \ 50' ( of the sillindicator that
dents registered for the classes were in attendance. The lack of attendance may he
a student is sufficiently disconnected from his (11" her studies to he at risk for dropping out. and this
fact may. in and of itself. he of tl\e in identifying students -at risk- in order to try contacting them.
Cluster analy.es \\et e performed to see if any groupings of variables distinguished those \\ Ito
dropped out from those \\ ho persisted. No meaningful clusters were discerned. Because ot the
small numher of responses related to the number of variables. factor analysis was not coridulChAl.

Questionnaire results. The overall results from the first administration. which included student,
from the three years of the program, are presented in Tahle 1. Analyses ..vere completed to look
for difference by Year of studies I. 2. or 3i and by Program (B.Sc. or Major in Physic. \ s. MathPhysics t. The few significant differences found do not appear to ne particularly meaningful.
Therefore. for purposes of subsequent analyses. the first administrati.on is treated as olle gomp.
The results of the second administration. Inch \\*a completed by 52 first-Year students. are also
presented in Tahlc
5.\ \ Hauled ill note 5. students eolue it, their uni ersit studies attel ha\ mi..; eitinpleted moti tp..2rant. This means that to ounplete .111 underaduate degree in a ()lichee UM% CI ...lit for them: ilidettl, .201.1.dr,
iequires thi ce- cal rni,;lani. s Is the L...ise ith the pro,...:rarns ii phsi,...,
91"he authots mild like it thank NhAele Pei ion. LIM.. Lim et site de Month...al. tor Ito heir, in the doh, ,i11,11\
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2nd Adnun

St ale:

,ti

4-- strongly agree; 3- agree,2-- dn.agive, I: strongly disagree

Interest: The areas of physics which interest me are:
-

.n11 ermodynamics

electromagnetism

field theory
-

mechanics
biophysics
astronomy and astrophysics

relativity
quantum mechanics
electronics and measurement

solid state
The types of activities which interest me are:
laboratory experiments
theory
computer-based numerical analysis
Curriculum:
1he program should have a survey course on modern physics in the first year

I understand the links between the different physics courses in the program
1 understand the links between the physics and the mathematics courses in the
program
The program should include lab work in the first year

2.7
3.0
3.0
1.9
2.2
3.0
3.4
3.3

.73
.70
.88
.84
1.00

-)

.9 1

2.5

.00

2.8

1.06

3.(-)

.o7

2.8

.04

1.9

1.(11

.73
.70

84
2.0
.84
2.9
.8o
3.0
2.5 1.05
.8o
3.5
.88
3.4
.75
3.3
2.o 1 .02
.82
1.4
3.2
3.5
2.0

.70
.73
.84

3.0

.,43

3.1

03
--,

3.0

.0`

3.3

73

34

.o7

2.5
2.o
3.2

1.04

2.o

1 .0o

79
.82

2

.78

3.(s

I .0)

2.9

71

1.07

2.1
1.8

.98
.08

13

.88

3.0

70

[Icing tau,41-it_in large grou_ps did not hinder my learning

-) (1

'III

Teaching style: I would like the professors to talk to us about their research
interests during their courses
The professors should frequently demonstrate the principles thev are teaching
with experiments in class
The professors should encourage more team work in their courses
Students should be made to participate more actively in looking for solutions to
the problems posed in class
I give great importance to obtaining feedback on my work within a reasonable
time frame
The homework assignments prepare me well for the exams
Student support: The information that I received from the department helped
me to orient my studies
I would benefit from having a more advanced student as an official guide to
help me with my studies
.11u. department should intervene and suggest remedial course-, workshops. etc.

3.4

.70

3.3

.7o

3.1

.so

12

2.8
3.0

.84

3.0

.01

.80

3.1

.58

3.5

.65

3.1
1.3

.04
.85

2.7
2.2

.83

1.8

.06

3.1

1.07

I can see the links b e.t ween course contents and current research in physics

The mathematics courses allow me to appreciate a different point of view than

sl

that of the physicist
The study of physics basically entails revisiting the same subjects with more
anLi more ioMple\ mathematical t(mIs
The role of the physicist is to make significant contributions to the advancement 3.4
of knowledge about Nature
3
Program: All courses should share the same evaluation scale (for conversion to
letter grades)
3.2
The work load required by the physics courses is reasonable
1 .9
lhe program should have a limited number of places available and there
should be a stricter admissions policy
1

Environment:
It would be helpful to have access to a room in the department for group work

There should be general interest physics books available in the library

.01

I

14

.74

1st)

to students Nvho need them

Table 1: Results grouped by theme (not presentation order) for all students from both administrations

(I he nornbei ot respondents per question ranged from 71 to 82 foi the first adminr-trotion. ond from 4b to 52 tor the set ond

8

/Admin
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1st Admin

(4, all ;

abmit three-quarters;2= about halt: l

ono-quarter or fos,)

Quality of teaching: Percentage of professors who:
do not appear to be interested in the subject matter they are teaching
know well the subject matter they are teaching
communicate \yell the subject matter they are teaching
go too quickly for me to understand everything
do not take course evaluations into account to improve their courses in subsequent

1.5

.72

1.4

.737

3.2

.,

.7b
(i

.75

1.6

.81

1

.84

1.8
1.7

.;b

Years
.Adrnin

_

\Winn

(4= st: ngly agree; 3= agree;2= disagree; 1= strongly disagree

Competence and Individual characteristics: I often had difficulties in my
physics Courses because of the mathematics used
If there had been remedial courses in physics or mathematics, I would have
taken them
I often ask questions in cIas
Nlv work habits and study methods are adequate to succeed in the program
If there were a workshop to help impro% e my work habits and study skilk, I
would take it
had financial difficulties which hindered my performance in the program
1 am confident that I will finish the program I am enrolled in

I took Math 303 Introduction to differential equations in CEGEP
Admin 2: les: 51"..
Admin 1: Yes: 63% No: 37",,

1.1

1.,19

2.Y

1.03

2.4

1.15

1.7

1.10

2.2

.(46

1.1

.%

1.(4

.81

2.5

1 .10

1.7
2.8

.0i,
1.15

2.1

1.13
57

3.0

3.7

1.8

1.00

No. 41..

In comparison with the other students in the program, 1 think that my skills ant.... k nowledge in ph \
I = cry weak 2 = %veak 3 = average 4 = strong 5 = ver\ ,strong
Adnun I: 3.4 (.80)
Admin 2: 3.1 (.(i0)

ore.

(

In comparkon with the other studenIs in the pi ograin, I think that my skills and knowledge in mathemat k - are.
(I = ver\ veak 2 = weak 3 = a \ crag,- 4 = strong 5 = yer\ strong)
Admin 1: 3.4 (.00)
Adniul 2: 3.4 (.74)
Number of hour-, per typicahvcek s_pent on the following activities during_this term:
transportation
work
courses (classes studying
Admin 1:

or labs)

really

18.4

ideall\

10.1

(4.31)
(3.84)

16.3

(0.47)

5.4

21.2

(8.08)

;.3 (530)

(3.08)
(3.03)

18.8

(10.8)

6.2

21.8

(1(1.4)

4.,-)

(7.08)

6.2
2.6

(4.68)
(3.26)

6.0
2.0

(4.75)
(35(1)

Admin 2:

really

21.0
21.1

(7.31)
(6.48)

What do \ ou think are the most common career opportunities tor someone with a B.Sc. in physics (in order 01
frequency): Admin 1 & 2 gave the same responses
3) Research
2) Graduate studies in physics
1) Teaching

What do you plan to do when you finish the program you are enrolled in? Admin 1 ST. 2 gave the same l'el`( ,11-k"1) Studies in physics or mathematics 2) Studies in non-university teaching 3) Other studies
Age of respondents:

Admin I: Mean 21.7, s.d. 2.4 (min. 18; may 301
Admin 2: Nlean - 20.0, s.d. 3.8 (min. 18; may 3N

Se\ ot respondents: Admin 1:

NI- 62 (77.5%) F

18 (22.5"..)

Admin 2:

NI- 43 (80.6"-)

(11)4"
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Student comments
There was space on the questionnaire for students to write in comments; 79 of the 134 students
who completed questionnaires did so. The comments were all examined, and clearly supported
both the results of the preliminary interviews as well as the quantitative results from the
questionnaire. The supporting comments concerned the quality of teaching, the amount of work in
the program. the quality of the students' preparation in physics and mathematics, the physical
environment, and the opportunities for someone with a physics degree. An interesting addition.
made by six students from the second administration, was the explicit request for a diagnostic test
to be given upon admission to the program that would allow the students to identify their weak
areas and undertake remedial work over the summer before they hegan their first year of studies.

Those who staved vs. those who leh
Data were then obtained on whether the first-year students who had completed the questionnaire at
the first or second administration were still in the program in January 1996. Of the 90 first-year
students who had completed the questionnaire, 57 were still enrolled and 28 had dropped out (5
missing data); none had graduated. Analysis of the responses of the two groups resulted in only
two statistically significant differences, both of which relate to the student's self-perception. The
statements "I am confident that I will finish the program I am enrolled in" and "In comparison \\ ith
the other students in the program. I think that my skills and knowledge in physics are" were
answered more positively by students who had continued their studies than by those w.ho had
dropped out of the physics program (see Table 2). It would seem from these results that students
who are initially less confident that they will finish and less confident of their skills and kno\k ledge
in physics as compared to their peers are more likely to drop out. It should he noted that there w
no significant difference between the two groups on CPA. which underscores the fact that it is the
student's own perception that is important to assess.
Statement
Confidence in finishing the program
,,tronill

3.4;

.75

s.d.

Left in. s.d.

p <.012

3.0; 1.19

disaureei

Skills and knowledge in po\,,sics
strowl... I \ er) v,e;tk

Stayed

1. 83)
1.=11.954. p
H 1. 82)...
t

3.3;

.79

3.0:

Table 2: Significant differences between students who staved in the physics program and those
who dropped out

Striking points
The most striking result of the study is not the answer to any specific question, but simply the fact
that approximately 50% of students registered for courses do not attend classes, either the week
before final exams in the second term or shortly after the mid-term exams in the first term. This
"non-result" indicates that early on, half of the students do not feel that going to class is a
worthwhile activity. When one does some simple arithmetic, one comes to the conclusion that
many of these students do not return the following term to continue their studies in physics. The
absentee students have apparently already made up their minds to withdraw. or are certaiilly in the
stay
process of disengaging themselves. Any interventions intended to attract these students
of
mid-terms
to
identify
must therefore occur early in the year, and waiting even for the results
students at risk may be leaving it too late. Year 3 students showed a slightly higher attendance rate
than Years 1 and 2. which is not surprising. Not attending classes can be expected to have a inore
negative impact on first year students, as their absence from class reduces their potential to network
with other students as well as to create a sense of belonging to the program. Also. since study
skills were identified in the interviews and the questionnaire as relatively weak. the uhilitv of the.e
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stmlents to study effectively on their own must he questimed. While we ue not saying that all
students must attend all classes. it is to he hoped that the great majority mf. students WMILI rind
attending classes worth the effort.

Several findings relate to the physics student body as a whole. Students do not know i career
opportunities other than teaching. This lack of knowledge may help explain \\ hy it is that even
third-year students did not have a clear sense of what they were going to do when they finished
their deffee. This finding confirmed a perception on the part of the Chair of the department that
many students had a very limited appreciation of what they could actually do with a degree in
physics. The confirmation was enough to lead to the creation of ZI department newsletter
among other things, highlights graduates who are currenth employed in a variety of occupations
(e.g., medicine, engineering).
The re-introduction of labs into the first year curriculum was another action that was being
contemplated by the Department. The generally favorable response to this idea by the students
suppc wted the decision to create first-year labs, and these are now in place. A related concern.
expressed by the faculty and supported by the questionnaire results, is that the studeins on the
w hole have an overly romantic view of physics and what physicists do: to wit. they solve the gredt
mysteries of Nattn.e. BY having more hands-on experiences in first-year. it is hoped to provide
students with a more realistic understanding of the research process. "Fhis, combnied \\ it h helping
swdents ',CC' die practical applicaticins of research in physics and a degree in physics. \\ ill
contribute to students developing a more realistic and grounded view of physics and ph\
A final general result of note concerns the amount of time students spend ,tudyMg. The faculty
members all complained during their interviews that the students simplv did not work hard enough:
they felt that students should be putting in a 60 hour week-20 in class and another 40 stud\ ing.
The 0\ erall average that students claimed to be studying a \\ eek is 19. and their "ideal' ;1111MInt of
time studying is 24 h(nirs per week. a far cry from 40. Whether the faculty are right and the
students are Ian Or the students are right to expect a 40 hour week is a topic that should be debdied
elsewhere: the implications of the discrepancy are significant. however. If the faculty ale countlIP,2
on students doing twicc the work outside class that they are, clearly many students will have
significant difficulties ni keeping up with the content covered.

When analy/ing the differences between the students who continued in their physics studies and
those who did not, it is noteworthy that the only significant difference comes from students'
perceptions of their potential success and their skills and knowledge. It appears that students \\ ho
are less confident are more apt to drop out. even though there is no signillcant difference in then
mean GPA. Thk; leads to a rather banal conclusion: if you want to know who's at risk for
dropping out, ask the students. Obviously, the factors that influence different students will be
dilL nt: some may think they will not finish because they don't think they can do it: others ,Ire
disillt ioned with the discipline and still others may like physics but don't see the p(unt because
they uon't want to teach.

Conclusion
After reflecting on these data, a series of preliminary recommendations was created..(nne of \\
have already been mentioned. These recommendations were conceived of as hypotheses for
action. and their feasibility was not evaluated when formulating them. although it was certain! \ a
factor \\ hen evaluating their potential t'or implementation. Recommendations already mentioned
concerned the re-introduction of first-Year labs and the creation of a newsletter to inform students,
abMit a variety of career opportunities. Additional recommendations are currently tinder
consideration: increasing guidance and follow-up for students. drawing (111 both faculty and more
advanced students: increasing support for group work M terms of both physical space and course
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design: enhancing the image of physics as a dynamic fiekl that is more than a subset of
mathematics by emphasizing the links between and among research and courses: and improving
teaching to favor group work and interaction.
The research reported here involved different perspectives on an extremely complicated problem.
and one for which no single action will suffice. However, by drawing on the students' and the
faculty's perspectives, it is to be hoped that actions can be undertaken which will help reduce
student attrition. It is naive to think that all students who enroll in a physics program will complete
it: nor should they--especially if the program has no quota and no stringent selection procedure.
The goal of the P:tysics Department is, however, to support those students who are both capable of
completing the program of study and genuinely interested in physics.
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